














inspiration

1. FELT by Trang Doan / Vimeo –Video pace to the music is very interesting, it’ll cut 
when the music changes or the beat drops for a second. I kept it in mind when I was 
coming up with my storyboard and how I would fit the audio. 

2. I Fell For You by (1331) / Vimeo – Consistent Visuals, there’s harmony between all 
the imagery used in the video. The fast cuts move the video along and the voice over 
tone is dark but still is clean. You’re able to attain the information regardless.
 

3. Day6 – I Wait / jypentertainment / Youtube – This music video released during 
my last day of editing and I took into account how they used the glitch effect 
against normal clips and the ratio. I cut down a bit of my film after seeing this video 
to more balance between the effects so it wouldn’t be to overwhelming nor 
undewhelming. 

4. Overwhelmed / Krist Soup / Youtube – This girl is one of my personal 
favorite youtubers but what I liked particularly about this video was her audio track 
which has a bit of grainy-ness to it and felt like it was from an older time. I took into 
account this idea of modifying the audio for my film but ended up doing more to 
the visuals than the audio. 

5. I’ve Run Out Of Ideas / ConnorFranta / Youtube – Connor uses the same scene, 
but then cuts to different sections of movement which I found interesting; it almost 
mimicked a stop motion effect. He’ll also have a graphic when audio was playing. 
The music to voice over integration was very smooth and it as easy to follow. 

6. do you see what I see? / ConnorFranta / Youtube – Again another 
connorfranta video, this one was very unique in a sense that it felt very contained 
with the white rim around the video and he used old vhs like textures on the videos 
which I really liked the look of. 
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PLAY: FILE:/// PROJECT_LOG PLAY: FILE:/// PROJECT_LOG 



first sketches 

test photos of old tvscript sample

basic planning in 
sketchbook (left)

project planner /  
timeline (below)

LOG ENTRY: 06.12.2016

LOG ENTRY: 09.12.2016 

LOG ENTRY: 17.12.2016 

Began sketching, imagined the visual concept. 
Static was a previous concept I came up with 
earlier in the year.

Preliminary sketches and basic planning complete.

Took photos of old television, tested how the 
different static channels looked on camera. 
Wrote and completed script. Planned concept 
and process book.

_note: logged day/month/year



screenshots of glitch clips used in film 

teddy bear test shot light test noise reduction test (fail) 

makeshift tripod  progress shot  

LOG ENTRY: 25.12.2016

LOG ENTRY: 26.12.2016 

Took all shots of objects for glitch clips used in the film.

First test shots with teddy bear, (!) failed, noise reduction did not work .



second test shot with teddy bear 

trying to burn cd computer  crashed after trying to burn

screenshot editing the glitch clips

LOG ENTRY: 27.12.2016 LOG ENTRY: 28.12.2016 

LOG ENTRY: 29.12.2016  

Finished editing the clips, In premiere 
used the wave warp and rgb effects to 
create glitch effect. 

Second test shots with teddy bear, 
more successful, planned lighting for 
shooting day. 

Filming started and completed. (!) I couldn’t burn the clips to a cd to play on the dvd 
player that was connected to the old tv so I had to plan similar shots. And the clips had 
to be played on a bigger tv in the living room which was not part of my original plan.



tagging clips

screenshot of finished arrangement

moving to after effects

tutorial I followed to create the crop opening

LOG ENTRY: 30.12.2016

LOG ENTRY: 02.01.2017 

LOG ENTRY: 03.01.2017  

tagged clips I would use for the film, purple – 
use, blue – potential needs colour correcting, 
yellow – process, grey -not sure. 
Also began arranging clips on premiere 
according to the script.  

Finished arranging clips, edited clips 
and those clips that needed further 
modification I moved to after effects 
and then brought it back into premiere.

Created the crop opening effect 
for the start of the film  



creating end creditsediting audio

LOG ENTRY: 04.01.2017  

LOG ENTRY: 06.01.2017   

LOG ENTRY: 07.01.2017    

LOG ENTRY: 05.01.2017   

Downloaded all audio assets. 

Completed credits, completed film. 

Final adjustments. 

Added and edited audio assets, began credits.









It was a different experience because the film concept is 
something very personal to me and it was nice to be able 
to enhance my emotions into. Film is a medium that is very 
difficult and tedious because one mistake you don’t catch 
pre-production you have to fix post-production. Also 
being a student with a no-budget, getting the film to 
industry quality wasn’t going to happen but, it was fun 
playing around with different shot types and figuring out 
how to tie the film together. I would say the film has its 
own flair to it. Through this experience I’ve come to 
enjoy film more in both aspects of editing and filming. I 
hope in the future I get the chance to work in it again. 
I’ve come to appreciate films more because for me to produce 
a two-minute amateur film was already not easy, I could only 
imagine how much more work is needed to produce any sort of 
high quality cinemographic video. It was fun being to 
express something in a different medium I had only taken an 
interest in previously and after exploring it, came a whole 
new adventure.








